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Seeing the way forward:
OCT angiography
and oximetry as noninvasive diagnostic
tools in nonproliferative diabetic
retinopathy
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Abstract
Purpose: To determine whether optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) and retinal
oximetry can detect diabetic retinopathy (DR) before it is visible by ophthalmoscopy.
Methods: Retinal oximetry and OCTA were performed in a cross-sectional study of 166 young
individuals with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and 88 healthy controls (mean age: 24.3 years).
Results: Vessel density (VD), measured by OCTA, was significantly lower in T1D patients with no
DR compared to controls. This decreased significantly with increasing grade of DR. O2 saturation
inside retinal venules increased significantly with increasing DR.
Conclusion: OCTA and oximetry can detect signs of DR before they are visible by ophthalmoscopy.
The decrease in VD can be detected before the increase in O2 saturation. Increased O2 saturation in
retinal vessels may indicate early microvascular disease and hypoxia.
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Introduction
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is characterized by microvascular
disease, hypoxia, and edema.1 The oxygen (O2) saturation in the
retinal vessels is affected in DR.2, 3 This can be measured by noninvasive oximetry, where a fundus camera takes images at two
different wavelengths simultaneously.4,5 The O2 saturation in larger
retinal vessels increases with increasing severity of DR.2 Early DR is
asymptomatic. When visual impairment is detected, chronic or
progressive pathology has already developed in the retinal
microvasculature. Diabetic macular edema (DME) and proliferative
diabetic retinopathy (PDR) are the two advanced stages of DR and the
main causes of visual loss in patients with diabetes mellitus. Diabetic
macular ischemia (DMI) is due to capillary loss. Before optical
coherence tomography angiography (OCTA), DMI required fluorescein
angiography (FA) to diagnose. Now, OCTA can detect microvascular
changes not visible by ophthalmoscopy at the early stages of DR.6
OCTA uses the principle of “motion contrast” to detect blood flow and
generate high-resolution cross-sectional images of the human retina
in a non-invasive and reliable manner. OCTA enables detailed,
independent, depth-resolved visualization of the superficial and
deep macular capillary plexuses (SCP and DCP), without the need for
dye injection. This is particularly useful for studying DMI. OCTA can
measure, among others, the vessel density (VD) and foveal avascular
zone (FAZ) area, parameters that may have significant functional and
prognostic implications in DR.7 It can play an increasing role in
defining the individual prognosis of DR and assessment of treating
options.7 – 10 In our study, we wanted to confirm whether any detectable
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Figure 1. Example OCTA scan of the superficial and deep capillary plexus for different degrees of non-proliferative DR (NPDR) in T1D patients. The FAZ area increases while
the vessel density decreases due to capillary dropouts with increasing disease severity. The arrows indicate visible microaneurysms. Adapted with permission from Veiby,
N., et al. Associations between Macular OCT Angiography and Nonproliferative Diabetic Retinopathy in Young Patients with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus. J. Diabetes Res.
2020;2020:8849116

changes in OCTA and O2 saturation existed
before DR was visible for the clinician, and
whether they were associated with the
development and progression of DR in
young individuals with at least 10 years of
type 1 diabetes (T1D).

Methods
We examined both eyes of 166 individuals
with T1D and 88 healthy controls from the
Norwegian Atherosclerosis and Childhood
Diabetes study, an ongoing prospective
population-based study of people aged 14–
30 (mean age 24.3 years) with childhood-

onset T1D (mean duration of T1D 15.7 years).
Slit-lamp
examination
with
ophthalmoscopy, OCTA (NIDEK RS-3000
Advance AngioScan, NIDEK CO., LTD.,
Japan), and fundus photography with
oximetry (Oxymap T1, Oxymap ehf.,
Reykjavik, Iceland) of the macula and optic

Figure 2. Vessel density significantly decreased with each increasing degree of DR.
Reprinted with permission from Veiby, N. et al. Associations between Macular OCT Angiography and Nonproliferative Diabetic Retinopathy in Young Patients with Type 1 Diabetes
Mellitus. J. Diabetes Res. 2020;2020:8849116
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disc were performed after pupil dilation.
The grade of DR was classified according to
the
International
Clinical
Diabetic
Retinopathy classification system,11 and the
patients with T1D were allocated into four
groups:
0. no apparent diabetic retinopathy
(NDR) [n=239 eyes]
1. mild DR [n=58 eyes]
2. moderate DR [n=15 eyes]
3. severe DR [n=3 eyes].
The study only comprised individuals with
non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy
(NPDR) without DME. Approximately 30% of
the T1D patients had DR.

Statistics
Clinical characteristics were presented
as means with standard deviations (SD). For
oximetry results, only the one eye with most
DR from each patient was used. For OCTA
results, both eyes were included in the
analysis. A generalized estimating equation
(GEE) analysis was applied to adjust for
intra-individual correlation (since both eyes
of each individual were included). An
independent sample t-test was used to test
for differences in mean OCTA parameters
between NDR patients and controls. Oneway ANOVA was used to test for differences
in mean OCTA parameters between the four
NPDR subgroups, and Tukey analysis was
used as post hoc pairwise comparison after
one-way ANOVA. All statistics were
performed using STATA (version 15). A
p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Figure 3. OCTA image showing the foveal avascular zone (FAZ) area delineated, illustrating how much it can vary
between healthy eyes. Adapted and reprinted with permission from Veiby, N. et al. Associations between Macular OCT
Angiography and Nonproliferative Diabetic Retinopathy in Young Patients with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus. J. Diabetes
Res. 2020;2020:8849116.

A

Results
OCTA findings
VD in DCP was the only OCTA parameter
that was significantly associated with the
level of DR. VD in DCP was significantly lower
in NDR patients than in controls, and it
decreased significantly with increasing
grade of DR (Figures 1 and 2). VD in the SCP,
total retinal volume (TRV), and central
macular thickness (CMT) were significantly
lower in NDR patients compared to controls,
but no significant change occurred with the
increasing level of DR. No significant
differences were found in the FAZ area when
comparing NDR patients to controls. The
FAZ area was not significantly associated
with DR level; it was significantly higher in
the severe DR group compared to the other
groups (Figure 1), but only 3 individuals had
severe DR. Figure 3 shows an example of a
small and a large FAZ area in healthy control
eyes to illustrate how much the FAZ area can
vary.

B

Figure 4. A: Fundus image taken by the oximeter (Oxymap T1). The colors indicate O2 saturation
in retinal vessels according to the scale on the right of the image. The red vessels are arterioles;
the green vessels are venules. B: Image of the Oxymap Analyzer (software) showing the measured
arterioles and venules within two circles 1.5–3.0 disc diameters from the optic disc center. The
white lines indicate the delineations of the vascular segments selected for analysis. Permission
to reprint from Veiby, N. et al. Venular oxygen saturation is increased in young patients with type
1 diabetes and mild nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy. Acta Ophthalmol. 2020:98:800-807.
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Oximetry findings
The overall arteriolar O2
saturation levels (mean ± SD) were
90.6% in controls and 91.3% in T1D
patients. The venular O2 saturation
levels were 58.2% and 59.3%,
respectively. Figure 4 shows an
image of the oximetry analysis. The
O2 saturation in venules increased
significantly with increasing grade
of DR when adjusting for age; this
was not the case for arterioles
(Figure 5). No significant difference
existed in arteriolar and venular O2
saturation between controls and
NDR. The venular O2 saturation was
significantly higher in mild NPDR
than in NDR. Arteriolar and venular
O2 saturation were significantly
higher in moderate/severe NPDR
than in all other groups (Figure 5).

Key points:
• Macular vessel density (VD) on OCTA was significantly lower in patients with T1D without DR compared to controls,
and this decreased significantly with increasing grade of DR.
• Venular O2 saturation increased significantly with increasing DR.
• Arteriolar and venular O2 saturation were significantly higher in moderate/severe DR than in all other DR stages.
• The decrease in VD can be detected before the increase in O2 saturation.
• Increased O2 saturation inside retinal vessels may indicate early microvascular disease and hypoxia.
Discussion
In young individuals with childhoodonset T1D, the VD in DCP was lower in
patients with T1D without DR (NDR) than in
healthy controls. Lower VD in DCP was
significantly associated with increasing
severity of DR. Decreasing VD is an early
process in DR and is detectable by OCTA
before any visible DR by ophthalmoscopy.
The O2 saturation in arterioles and venules
increased with increasing level of DR.
Specifically, increased O2 saturation in
venules appeared already in mild DR, while
in arterioles, the increase appeared in
moderate/severe DR. Inside the larger
vessels, higher O2 saturation is a sign of
hypoxia in the retinal tissue around the
vessels. Although many theories exist as to
why this occurs, this is beyond the scope of
this paper.12
Conventional OCT can also measure TRV
and CMT. However, because they were not
associated with increasing levels of DR
(without DME), OCTA was superior to
conventional OCT for detecting changes
associated with DR progression. Our data
confirm and contribute to previously
published data that VD in DCP is the most
10 | OFTALMOLOG | SPECIAL ISSUE 2022

robust
OCTA
parameter
for
the
differentiation of clinical stages of NPDR.13–16
Enlargement of the FAZ area is caused by
loss of capillaries in the inner vascular ring
around the FAZ. However, this was not
significantly associated with DR level,
except in severe cases. The FAZ area appears
to be an unreliable marker for DR in early
stages due to the large variation in size
between eyes, even without DR. A recent
review concluded that most studies on DR
found the FAZ area was larger in patients
with diabetes compared to controls, but
that this was more evident in patients with
advanced levels of DR.17
The traditional subjective grading of
fundus photos will remain clinically relevant
when screening large populations for DR,
but it may fail to discover early capillary
pathology. Because this is important and
only reliably detected by OCTA, OCTA may
be included in future screening programs of
patients with diabetes mellitus. Evidence
suggests that vascular changes, detected by
non-invasive OCTA and retinal oximetry,
precede the progression to more advanced
DR. This may also reflect the status of the
microvasculature in other organs, only

accessible by invasive biopsies. OCTA has an
advantage over FA, which can only show the
superficial plexus and cannot be
automatically quantified. In addition to
being invasive, expensive, and timeconsuming, FA has side effects not seen in
OCTA.18–21 Therefore, wide-field OCTA will
likely replace FA in the near future.22
In conclusion, VD in the DCP measured by
OCTA can detect the earliest signs of DR,
before they are visible by ophthalmoscopy.
Further, it can discriminate between
different levels of DR. O2 saturation in
arterioles and venules increases with
increasing grade of DR. The decrease in VD
can be detected before the increase in O2
saturation, suggesting that this increase is
most likely a consequence of microvascular
disease (microaneurysms and capillary
dropouts). Our results show that increased
venular and arteriolar O2 saturation may
indicate early microvascular disease and
hypoxia in the retinal tissue, and, thus, can
be used as markers for detecting early DR.
OCTA and oximetry are reliable tests and
may even complement programs aimed at
individualizing the control interval for
patients with DR in the future.

Figure 5. Oxygen saturation in retinal
arterioles (A) and venules (B) in the four
groups. The boxes show the median and
interquartile range. P-values are only
shown for the groups that are significantly
different. The O2 saturation in arterioles and
venules increased with increasing grade
of retinopathy. Adapted and permission to
reprint from Veiby, N. et al. Venular oxygen
saturation is increased in young patients with
type 1 diabetes and mild nonproliferative
diabetic retinopathy. Acta Ophthalmol.
2020:98:800-807.
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